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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the mathematical model of an epidemic with a 
small number of initial infectives I 0 • The time development of the epidemic 
is approximated with singular perturbation techniques. The asymptotic result 
for I 0 ➔ 0 shows that when the number of infectives exceeds a fixed small 
value (independent of I 0) the time course of the epidemic is fixated; its 
shape is independent of the age distribution of .the initial infectives. The 
time needed to pass this value is of the order O(-logI0). 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 
In this paper an epidemic modd first formulated by KERMACK and 
McKENDRICK [6] ia analyzed. 
The population is divided into a fraction of susceptibles Sand a frac-
tion-of infectives I, and we follow the evolution of S starting from an 
initially small number I O of infectives. We employ singular perturbation 
techniques to obtain the asymptotic behavior of the solution ~s I O tends to 
zero. The behaviour depends crucially on the parameter y defined by 
( I. 1) 
00 
y = I A(-r)d-r, 
0 
where A(-r) is the age dependent infectiousness function. An epidemic will 
develop according as Y~l. This property is·commonly referred to. as the 
threshold theorem of KERMACK and McKENDRICK [6]. For y>l we find that two 
time intervals can be distinguished: (a) the pre-epidemic phase, in which S 
decays slowly; at the end of the interval Sis still close to the initial 
fraction of susceptibles sO, and (b) ,the epidemic phase, where S decreases 
from a value near sO to a value near S (S(t)➔S as t➔oo). We employ a variant 00 00 
of the method of matched asymptotic expansions to determine the behavior of. 
the solution. It is interesting to note that the pre-epidemic phase increases 
with O(-logIO) so that it may.take quite a long time for the epidemic to 
develop. In addition for, I O+o the solution in the epidemic phase tends to 
a fixed shape independent of the initial distribution of infectives. The 
solutions to different (small) values of I O are approximately translations 
in time of one another. 
In section 2 we formulate the mathematical model and consider two spe-
cial cases for which an exact solution is available. In section 3 the limit 
value S is derived and the dependence upon the parameter y is discussed. 
00 
A formal asymptotic solution is pr€sented in section 4. In section 5 we 
deal with an infectiousness function that depends on the age of the infectives 
as well as on time. Finally, in section 6 this asymptotic solution is 
compared with numerical results. 
2. THE MA:THEMATICAL MODEL 
KERMACK and McKENDRICK [6] were the first to prove the threshold 
theorem for the model we will investigate. The biological interpretations 
of it were reconsidered by REDDINGIUS [9]. A more general class of models, 
including Kermack and McKendrick's was considered by HOPPENSTEADT [4,5] and 
also by WILSON [11]. METZ [7] recently published an extensive paper on the 
same type of epidemic we deal with; he gives new results for the deterministic 
as weli as for the stochastic problem. 
We cons;der a population divided into two classes: the susceptibles-s 
and the infectives I. The infectives have an age-dependent infectiousness 
given by the function A(-r), where -r denotes the time an individual is in 
class I. There is no removal of recovery, so that the total number of sus-
ceptibles and infectives is constant. In the sequel Sand I denote the 
fractions of the populations in the two classes; at any time t we h~ve 
(2. I) 
00 
S(t) + f 1(-r,t)dt = 1. 
0 
The decrease of susceptibles is assumed to be proportional to Sand to the 
total infectiousness, so 
(2.2) dS -= dt - S(t) 
00 
f A(-r)I(-r,t)dt. 
0 
The dynamic equation of the infectives reads 
(2.3) ar ar - + - = o, t,-r > o. at a, 
It is supposed that initially the population consists of s0 susceptibles 
and£ infectives distributed over all ages according to the given function 
f(-r)' 
(2.4ab) S(O) = s0 , 1(,,0) = ££(,), 
with 
(2.5) so+£= 1, 
0, I f(-r)d-r = 1. 
0 
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Since all new infectives enter from, the class of susceptibles, we have the 
boundary condition 
(2.6) I(O,t) t > o. 
From (2.3), (2.4b) and (2.6) we deduce 
I(-r,t) = £f(-r-t) for t < -r, 
(2. 7) 
I(-r,t) = -S'(t--r) fort> T, 
Substitution of (2.7) into (2.2) yields the integro-differential equation 
t 
dS S(t){ I \ 1 (2.8) dt = A(-r)S I (t--r)d-r - £B(t)f, 
0 
where 
"' 
(2.9) B(t) = I A(-r)f(-r-t)d-r. 
t 
The problem (2.8)-(2.9) with initial condition (2.4a) forms the starting-
point of our mathematical analysis. REDDINGIUS [9] and HOPPENSTEADT [4] 
have proved that this problem has a unique solution. Before analyzing the 
general problem, we give two ·examples of epidemics for which the mathematical 
model can be solved exactly. 
EXAMPLE 2. 1 
Let us assume that the infectives have an exponentially decreasing 
infectiousness and that the initial infectives are fresh ill. 
I(-r,O) = 2£0(-r) with o(-r) the delta function of Dirac. 
Then S satisfies (2.8) with 
A(t) = B(t) = Se-At. 
It is easily verified that this model is equivalent with an epidemic where 
the infectives have a constant infectiousness and are removed at a constant 
rate A, The corresponding differential equations for such epidemic read 
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(2. I Oa) dS - f3SI -= dt 
(2. I Ob) dI f3SI - U -= dt 
(2. I I) S(O) = I - e:' I(O) = _e:, 0 < e: < < I. 
In the S,I-plane the trajectories of (2.10) satisfy 
+2-f3S • 
Integration yields 
(2. 12) S + ~ . s I= I - f3 log I-e:' 
and substitution of (2.12) into (2.IOa) gives 
:~ = f3S(t){t - S(t) +½log 81<,:j}, 
which can be solved by separation of variables 
s 
t = - I dU u 
I-e: U{f3(1-U)+A log l-e:} 
(2. I 3) 
The solution is determined by (2.12) and (2.13). Equation (2.12) gives in-
formation about the behavior o,f the epidemic for increasing t. There are 
two qualitatively different c~ses: for y = f3/A < I the fraction of infectives 
decrease monotonic, while for y = f3/A > I the fractio~ of infectives first 
increases. In the last case the limit fraction of susceptibles S is sub-
oo 
stantially less than S(O), see figure I. 
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Fig. I. Phase plane of Eq. (2.10) for y < I and y > I. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2 
In this model there is the following age dependence: the infectives are 
removed after staying a fixed time a in class I. Initially, there is a 
fraction 10 (0) of infectives of different ages. Their removal is described 
by a_given, decreasing function 
with 
a I F(t)dt = 
0 
and F(t) = 0 for t > o. 
Assuming constant infectiousness we obtain the following dynamic equations 
(2. 14a) S'(t) = - rSI, S(O) = s0 , · 
(2. 14b) I'(t) = - S'(t) + Ib(t), 0 < t < o, 
(2.14c) I'(t) = - S'(t) + S'(t-o), a< t. 
Substitution of the integrated equations (2.14bc) into (2.14a) gives 
(2. I Sa) 
(2.15b) 
If 
and 
SI (t) = 
SI (t) = 
A(-r) = r 
A{-r) = 0 
- rS(t){s0 - S(t) + r0{t)}, 
- rS(t){s(t-o) - S(t)}, 
for 
for 0 < T 
f(-r) = - F'(o--r), 
0 < t < 0 
0 < t. 
equation (2.8) is equivalent to (2.15). By transforming it into a linear 
system, WILSON [11] derives the exact solution of this system of equations. 
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3. THE THRESHOLD THEOREM 
Integration of (2.8) yields 
(3. I) 
Letting t 
(3.2) 
where 
s ln - = 
so 
t 
JA(T)S(t-T)dT -
0 
- e: 
t 
r 
jB(T)dT. 
0 
+ 00 we obtain an equation for the limit value S 
00 
ln 
Q = f B(t)dt. 
0 
For each positive value of y equation (3.2) has two roots as sketched in 
figure 2. Since the fraction of susceptibles is bounded by S = I, the limit 
S can only have a value corresponding to the lower root. Fore: small the 
00 
limit value S00 changes considerably from s0 when y exceeds the value I. 
below this critical value there is no substantial decrease of the fraction 
of susceptibles, while above t,his value of y the effectiviness of the 
infectives is sufficiently large to trigger an epidemic. The threshold 
I 
theorem establishes this dependence upon y. in the next section, we will 
follow the time development of the epidemic with y > I and O < e: <<I. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that B(t) > 0 for some t ~ O. This last condition 
quarantees that a certain fraction of the initial infectives I 0 indeed 
infects the susceptible population. 
0 
e: > 0 
e:= 0 
e: = 0 
~----------------£ > 0 
y ➔ 
Fig.2. Dependence of S upon y. 
00 
4. THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
Before constructing the asymptotic solution of (2.8), we make an 
assumption about the infectiousness 'function. We suppose that for a given 
o > 0 a parameter Sexists satisfying 
()() 
e A(T)dT = o j ST 
0 
For o > y this is not necessarily the case as seen from examples with 
A(T) = T-2 for T ➔ oo. 
In section 2 we derived the equation 
t 
( 4. I) ~¾ =S(t){ f A(T)S'(t-T)dT - E:B(t)}, 
0 
which together with the initial condition 
(4.2) S(O) = 1 - E, O<E:<<l 
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describes the problem completely. Although it is 1.n this particular problem 
more advantageous to take integral eq"uation (3.1) as starting-point, we will 
investigate the local behavior of S from (4.1). In this way we hope ot make 
the reader familiar with singular perturbation techniques for this type of 
problems. It is noted that in· section 5 we will deal with problems fo-r which 
the step from (4. I) to (3. I) cannot be made. It is remarked that problems 
of type (3.1) and its linearizations are investigated in MILLER[~]. 
Let us assume that within a certain time interval starting at t = 0 
the solution can be expanded in powers of E:. 
(4.3) 
Employing (4.3) in (4.1) and (4.2) and equating the coefficient of each 
power of E: separately to zero yields the following set of problems to be 
solved iteratively for the coefficients S (t): 
n 
(4. 4) 
dS 0 
-- = dt 
t 
s 0 Ct) f A(T)s0ct-T)dT, 
0 
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(4.5) 
(4. 6)-
--= dt 
dS 
n 
--= dt 
t I A(T)Si(t-T)d~ + Sl(t) 
0 ' 
t 
t I A(T)So(t-T)dT - So(t)B(t), 
0 
s1 (0) = -1 
n 
l S.(t) 
j=0 J f A(T)S~-j(t-T)dT - sn_l(t)B(t), 
0 
S.(0) = 0. 
J 
The solution of (4.4) is given by s 0(t) = 1. Employing this result in (4.5) 
and integrating we find 
(4. 7) 
t 
= I A(T)Sl(t-T)dT 
0 
t 
+ I A(T)dT 
0 
t 
-I B(T)dT - 1. 
0 
Equation (4.6) with n = 2 can also be integrated giving 
t 
= J 
0 
In appendix A it is shown that fort·+ 00 
S m vk{ + iakt _ -iakt} l-I Skt 
= - Ce t+ L + l l Ckf.e +Ckf.e t e + V(t), 
k=l l=l 
(4.8) 
L = (Q + 1 - y)/(y-1), 
with V(t) ➔ 0 as t ➔ 00 and with S satisfying 
(4.9) I e-St A(T)dT = 1. 
0 
In the sequel we deal with the simplest case (m = 0), while in appendix B 
we work out the case m ~ 1. 
Thus, fort large, the solution leaves the £-neighborhood of the line 
S = I at exponential rate. Clearly, the expansion (4.3) is not valid 
uniformly for all time t. According to (4.8) it is expected that at 
-I -I 
t = S lnE the distance is 0(1). Therefore, to determine the asymptotic 
behavior for large t we reconsider the problem (4.1) by introducing the 
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local variable~ defined by 
(4.10) I I ~ = t - a ln £. 
This transformation denotes a time-shift which makes the problem different 
from a usual singular perturbation problem where a local variable is in-
troduced by a stretching transformation. For the dependence upon~ we employ 
the notation 
(4. 1 I) I I S(t) = S(- ln - + ~) = S[~J. a € 
The system (4. I) then transforms into 
I I 
~+ - ln -
dS S[~J{ 
a . . € 
~}-(4.12) J - - - I I -= A(~)S'[~-~Jd~-EB(S ln e + d~ 
0 
We now assume that we may write 
(4. I 3) 
where R[~;E] = o(E). The leading term of (4.13) satisfies (4.12) with 
E = 0 or 
(4.14) 
00 
Uo[~J{ J A([)Uo[~-lJdl}-
0 
Integrating this equation once we have 
(4.15) 
00 
ln u0 = f A(~)u0['~-~Jdl + K, 
0 
where K is determined by matching (4.13). to (4.3). For matching it is 
necessary that u0 + I as~+ - 00 • Since the left-hand side of (4.15) vanishes 
for u0 ➔ I, the right-hand side must vanish too which occurs for K = -y. 
Equation (4. 15) with K = -y does not have a unique solution. In particular 
there exists a family of positive and monotone nonincreasing solutions 
bounded from above by the line u0 = I and from below by the line U = S~O) 
satisfying (3.2) with E = 0. This class of solutions, which are identical 
except for an arbitrary translation constant, has been investigated by 
O. DIEKMANN [2]. Linearization about u0 = I yields 
10 
(4.16) for E; -+. - 00 , 
where the arbitrary constant E also indicates the invariance of the solution 
under translation. According to (4.8) u0[E;J matches the solution (4.3) for 
E = C. We note that equation (4.15) does not depend on the initial state 
(2.4). Thus, to a first order approximation the curve describing the epi-
demic has. a fixed shape independent of f(t). From (4.10) we see that this 
curve still may shift in time: the smaller the fraction of initial infec-
tives € is, the longer the epidemic is postponed, see figure 3. Substitution 
of (4. 13) into (4.12) and equation of the terms of 0(€), gives 
00 00 
(4.17) 
dU 1 
u1csJ J A(~)u0cE;-"[Ja"f + UO[E;] I A(f)Ui [E;-°[Jd"[. -- = dE; 
0 0 
Using (4.14) we rewrite equation (4.17) as 
co 
(4.18) 
U' f A(°[)Uj [E;-°[Jd~ - -U 1 + 
0 0 
Integration gives 
(4. 19) 
where the constant P follows from matching u1 [E;] for E; -+ - 00 to (4. 3) for 
t-+ oo giving 
(4.20) p = Q + I - y. 
For E;-+ oo u0[~] tends to the limiting value S~O) satisfying (3.2) with 
E = 0. From (4.19) we see that 
(4.21) lim U I [E;] = 
s""''°" 
(Q+l-y)S(O) 
CX) 
sC0\-1 
00 
This result has to agree with (3.2). Writing 
(4.22) 
I I 
we find from (3.2) that indeed 
(4. 23) 
5.. TIME-DEPENDENT INFECTIOUSNESS 
We consider now an epidemic under a less restricting condition. It 
will be assumed that the infectiousness function A depends not only on the 
age T of the susceptibles but also on time t. This dependence is such that 
A varies slowly with tor 
(5. I) A= A(.,ot), O<o<<I. 
The asymptotic solution for£ and cS small depends strongly on the path in 
the £,a-plane along which the origin is approached. With singular perturbation, 
techniques we are able to deal with problems for which cS/ln£ remains bounded. 
Let us investigate in more detail the limit case 
(5.2) cS = -l/ln£ 
According to (5.1) we will have now 
(5.3) 
00 
Y(n) = f A(.,n)d., 
0 
n = -t/ln£ 
I 
We take y(n) > I for all positive n then a posltive function S(n) exists 
satisfying 
(5.4) 
00 f A(.,n)e-S(n)•d. = I. 
0 
The asymptotic solution of the problem with ~ime-dependent infectiousness 
will consist of about the same elements as in the case of time-independent 
infectiousness. For S(t) near I we assume the following expansion to hold 
(5.5) 2 S(t;E) =I+ £S 1(t;l/lnE) + E s2(t;l/lnE) + •••• 
From point of view of formal asymptotic expansions, it would be better to 
write (5.5) as a double series with respect to E and lnE. Since we are only 
interested in the term of order O(E), we will not do so. Moreover, we skip 
~"r" ,-c1c:-n C[NTi1LM 
IIBUOTHEEK tf.l\ · •'." .' ' .. 
---.td .. \ST ~ .. ... .!J 
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the terms of O(ok); they vanish because of the initial condition (4.2). 
Substitution into the integro-differential equation 
(5.6) 
with 
t 
dS _ { J l cit - S A(-r ,-t/lm:)S' (t-T)dT - s B(t; I /lns) f 
0 
0:, 
B(t;l/lns) = J A(T,-t/lns)f(T-t)dT 
t 
yields an equation for S~O) = s1(t;O): 
(5. 7) S(O)(t) I 
t 
= J 
0 
t 
+ J 
0 
A(T,O)dT -
t 
J B(T;O)dT. 
0 
Thus, S~O) is identical to s1 satisfying (4.7) with A(T) replaced by 
A(T;O). For increasing t the solution leaves ans-neighborhood of the line 
S = I. After a sufficient long period the distance from this line will be 
of order 0(1); the solution then enters the epidemic phase. In section 4 
the transition to the epidemic phase was characterized by the exponential 
growth of S 1, see (4. 8). In t·he present problem the transient situation 
is more complicated as Snow varies with t/lns. The behavior is analyzed by 
introduction of a slow time variable n and a translated time variable~ : 
(5. 8) I t = nln - + ~-
s 
We assume that fort large Scan be expanded as 
(5.9) 
Equation (5.6) will have the form· 
(5. IO) as 
ell;; 
~-nlns 
lns ~~ - s[ J A(f,n){ :~ (~-"f,n;E:)- i!s :~ (~-"f,n;E:)}dt 
0 
- sB(~-nlns; - 1-)] lns · 
Substitution of (5.9) into (5.10) gives a function s1 satisfying 
~-nlnE 
- 1 -I , {as A(~,n) ar-<~-~,n; 
0 
Letting E + 0 we obtain for S~O) = s 1(~,n;O) the equation 
(5. 11) 
or 
as<0) 00 as<0) 
af- = f A(f,n) -3~-1- (~-I,n)dI 
0 
00 
s~0:<~,n) = f A(I,n)s~0)(~-I,n)d°'[ + K(n). 
0 
In this limit procedure, it is supposed that 
as E + O, 
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which turns out to be correct for our choice of v1(E,n) to be made later on. 
The positive function S~O) vanishes for~+ - 00 and will be unbounded for 
~ + 00 (n>O). These conditions are satisfied for K(n)=O and 
(5.12) 
As n increases the function v/E,n) wilLincrease in order_of'magnitude.,Let. 
~ tend to infinity comparable with (dn)ln _1/E, then the order of magnitude 
of (5.12) increases with exp {s(n)dn; lnl/E}. This increase is transmitted 
to the order function v1(E,n) which, therefore, will have the form 
v1(E,n) = f(E)e 
I e(ri)drilnl/E 
0 
and, since v 1 (E,o) =£,we will have 
(5. 13) = E 
1-r S(n)dn 
b 
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The asymptotic expansion (5.9) will not be valid for n = n* with 
n* 
(5. 14) F(n*) = I S(n)dn = I ' 
0 
as * 0( I). v 1(E,n) = 
The solution then enters the epidemic phase where in analogy with (4.31) 
Sis approximated by u0 (t;,n*) satisfying 
(5. 15) 
00 
ln u0 = f A([,n*)u0 (t;-"f,n*)a"[ - y(n*). 
0 
In the post-epidemic phase (n > n*) Swill follow the slowly varying 
solution v 0 (n) of the equation 
(5.16) 
It is not clear in which way y functions as a threshold parameter. 
When y oscillates around the value 1, it is not easily understood under 
what conditions an epidemic may be expected. This case needs a separate 
analysis. Returning ta the above problem with y(n)>I; we observe that the 
integral (5. 14) plays an important role in the evolution of an epidemic: 
the epidemic is triggered, when F(n) exceeds the value I. 
Finally, we remark that when in the post-epidemic phase y decreases, 
the solution Sis not able to follow v0(n) upwards and, therefore, will 
remain constant until v0 (n) again passes this value downwards. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we will consider two examples for which we compare 
the numerical solutions with the preceding asymptotic results, 
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EXAMPLE 6. 1 
For the numerical integration.scheme of our first example we used 
equation (3.1). In figure 3 we give:the numerical solution of this equation 
with 
(6. 1) 2 -t2 A(t) = B(t) = 4t e 
for different value of e. It is observed that the curves are almost iden-
tical except for the translation. 
t 
s 
0 2 30 
a. e = 10 -2 
b. e = 10-4 
c. e = 10-6 
t -+ 
Fig.3. Time course of the epidemic for different values of e. 
For the parameters of the system we find 
y = /,r' 13 = .534882. 
Furhter we define 
M = (l+S (O) )/2. 
C0 
For the case (6.1) it has the value 
M = .63912. 
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In table I we give the value t = tM(£) for which S equals M, we also compute 
13- 11n£-l for different values of£. It is seen that the difference tends to 
a fixed value for £ ➔ O. This result· shows that in agreement with (4. IO) the 
'd . . d . 0( -1 -1) ep1 em1.c is postpone to a time 13 . In£ • 
(A) (B) (B)-(A) 
tM(£) I I £ - ln -13 e 
10-1 2.247 4.305 2.058 
10-2 6.606 8. 6 I I 2.005 \ 
10-3 I 1.007 12.916 1.909 
10-4 15.331 17.221 I. 890 
10-5 19.639 21.527 1. 888 
10-6 23.945 25.832 I. 887 
Table I 
EXAMPLE 6.2 
In this example we cannot make use of (3.1) anymore. A numerical 
I 
solution of the following integro-differential equation is constructed with 
the trapezium rule, 
with 
s' Ct) 
t 
= S(t){ J A(,,t)S'(t-,)d, -
0 
S(O) = 1-£ 
-•{ t/ln£L2 A(,,t) = Te 1.5 + e J 
1 £A(t,t)J, 
For this equation we find 
and, since 
0 
-2 
= (l+p) , 
we also obtain easily 
S(n) = .5 + e-n. 
n = - t/lnE, 
Thus, according to (5.14) the solution is in the epidemic phase for 
t = - n*lnE +~*,where ~* is independent of E and n* satisfies 
n* 
f (.5 + e-n)dn = 
0 
17 
or n* = .85261. In table II we give the value t = tM(E), for which S equals 
M, 
where v0 satisfies (5.16). In the same table we also compute -n*lnE for 
different values of E. The difference between these two values tends to a 
fixed value (incidently close to zero). 
In the last column the limit value of S fort+ oo is printed. It is observed 
that for E + 0 S00 approaches the value v0 (n*) = .0270. It should be noted 
that y tends to 2.25 as n + 00 • According to (5.16) this would correspond 
with a value v0 = .1466. The actual limit S00 lies considerably below this 
value, because the epidemic started at a time when the total infectiousness 
y(n*) was lying above the limit value y(00). 
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(A) (B) 
s -n*lns tM(s) 
10- 1 I . 963 I. 857 
10-2 3. 963 3.892 
10-3 5.890 5.870 
10-4 7.853 7.837 
10-5 9.816 9.803 
I 0-6 11.780 11. 768 
10-9 17.669 17.661 
I 0-12 23.558 23.553 
Table II 
APPENDIX A 
We consider the integral equation 
t 
(Al) S(t) = f A(T)S(t-T)dT - G(t) 
with 
0 
t 
G(t) = I + f {B(T) - A(T)}dT. 
0 
It 1.s noted that 
G(0) = I, lim G(t) = R, 
t+co 
(A)-(B) 
s 
00 
. 107 .049 
.035 .043 
.020 .039 
.015 .036 
.013 .035 
. 011 . 03,3 
.007 .031 
.005 .030 
where R = l + Q - y is some positive value smaller than I. Let us write 
(A2) S(t) = R(Y-1) + V(t), 
19 
so that V(t) must satisfy 
t 
(A3) V(t) = J A(-c)V(t--c)d-c -'H(t), 
0 
00 
H(t) = f {A(-c) - B(-c)}d-c. 
t 
Since 
00 
J H(-c)d-c<00, 
0 
equation (A3) and therefore also equation (Al) will have a unique solution, 
see DOETSCH [3], p. 145. We consider first the special case G(t):1, 
t 
(A4) s1 (t) = J A(-c)S 1 (t--c)d-c - 1. 
0 
We will solve this equation by Laplace transform. If 
00 00 
= I -tp e s1 (_t)dt, "" A(p) = I 
0 0 
the transformed equation will be 
p 
so 
(AS) 
It has been established ([2]) that the equation 
.... 
- A(p) = 0 
has roots p = S, s1 ± ia 1, s2 ± ia2, .•• of multiplicity 1,v 1,v2, •.. such 
that for any real number a only a finite number of them have Sk ~ a, 
while akfO, S > s1 and Sk ~ Sk_ 1• The original function s1(t) is found 
20 
from (AS) by computing the residues giving 
(A6) 
where 
.... 
L = 1/(y-l). 
Using the relation 
t 
S(t) = d~ { I Sl(t-T)G(T)dT}, 
0 
\ 
we are able to give an expression for S(t) satisfying (Al) for a general 
function G(t): 
t 
(A7) S(t) = d~ {ce8t J e-STG(T)dT} + LG(t) + 
0 
co vk 
Z: Z: 
k= I l= 1 
Examining the first term fort large, we observe that 
t 
with 
and 
d~ {cest J e-STG(T)dT} = - cest + Z(t) 
0 
00 
C = cs I 
0 
co 
Z(t) = - CSeSt J e-ST{G(T) - G(t)}dT. 
t 
It is easily verified that Z(t)+O as t ➔ 00 • A similar calculation can be 
carried out for the other terms •of (A7). Thus, we may conclude that for 
t ➔ 00 
C = - G(B)/A'(B), L = R/(y-1) = (l+Q-y)/(y-1). 
with V(t)➔O as t ➔ 00 and m such that Bm ~ 0 and Bm+l < 0 (if existing). 
APPENDIX B 
Let (4.8) have the form 
(Bl) 
21 
with 0 < B1 < B. Fort= O(-B- 1lns) the first term of (Bl) is of the order 
-1 . -B /B 
0(s ), while the second term is of 0(s 1 ), We assume that in the epi-
demic phase the solution can be expanded as 
(B2) 
where cr = (B-S 1)/B, kcr<J:o;(k+l)cr and R[F;;d = 0(s). Substitution in (4.12) 
and equation of coefficients of equal powers of s lead to equations for 
(l) ( 2 ) (k) d . · f h . (4 14) d (4 19) UO,ul ,u ,u ' ... ,u . ?o an ul (Satis y t e equation . an ' ' 
for (k+l)cr#l. The terms u(J) form a recurrent system 
(B3) 
dU(l) 
00 00 (1) 
u< I) 
J 
dU 
J = A([) d~ [F;-°[]d°[+U0[r;J A(°[) dU [ r;-"[J dF;' d~ dF; 
0 0 
(B4) 
dU(j) j co 
= I u<i)[r;J I A(°[)d~ U(j-i) [F;-°[Jd°[, j = 2,3, ... ,k, dF; i=0 0 
22 
(0) 
where U = u0• Equation (B3) is identical to equation (4.17) giving 
(BS) 
The solution of this equation matches (BI) if 
as '➔ - 00, 
which is possible for P1 = 0. On the other hand for, ➔ 00 
equation (BS) with U(O) ~ S(O), so 
00 
(B6) 
00 f A(Du<I)c,-"€°Jd"€° 
0 
U(I) will satisfy 
The solution of this type of integral equation is related to the roots of 
the equation 
(B7) 
According to 
or 
The equation 
with 
00 
s~O) f A(t)e-ptdt = I. 
0 
(3.2) 
lnS(O) 
= (S~O)_I )y, 
00 
yS(O) 
- lnyS(O) = y -
00 00 
x - lnx = q 
q = y - lny>l 
lny. 
! 
has two roots x 1 and x2 with x1 < I < x2• Obviously, x2 = y>1 and 
since S(O)fl we have x 1 = yS(O) < 1. Using theorem 146 of THITCHMARCH [10] 00 00 
equation (B6) will only have solutions that tend to zero as~ ➔ 00 as the 
roots of (B7) will have negative real parts. From the above asymptotic 
analysis we conclude that at the end of the epidemic phase the growing 
23 
oscillatery term of (Bl) is suppressed because of (B6). If 2 a< 1, we have 
to carry on these calculations. Equation (B4) with k = 2 turns out to have 
the form 
(B8) 
Matching with s2(t) of (4.8) gives P2 = 0. For~+ 00 the right-hand side of 
(BS) will vanish so that U(Z) behaves in the same way as U(l) given by (B6). 
This procedure can be continued until U(k)_ If (Bl) contains more oscillatory 
growing terms, one has to deal with them likewise. 
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